Icy roads could leave you sliding into further car problems.
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Breakeryard.com (http://www.breakeryard.com) is advising that motorists ensure that they check their
vehicles thoroughly after the recent snow storms that caused chaos for Britain’s travelling public.
Following the heaviest snowstorm to hit Britain for some 20 years which made driving conditions
treacherous on the UK road network, many will be counting the cost of the resulting damage to their
vehicles and replacement car parts (http://www.breakeryard.com). British insurers alone expect to be
landed with a £63m bill for damage to vehicles caused as a result of the recent snow storms.
But Breakeryard.com is warning that whilst a vehicle may appear to have avoided even relatively minor
damage, there may be more serious problems hiding in some of the less obvious places on a vehicle which
could cause damage in the long-term and seriously affect the performance and safety of your vehicle.
Those drivers who may have experienced a slide or skid whilst driving on icy surfaces are being
particularly encouraged to check their vehicle to ensure that important car parts remain operational.
Whilst most vehicle damage and subsequent claims will relate to bodywork and aesthetic problems, less
visible damage to vulnerable car parts is equally likely to cause problems in the long-term unless they
are inspected and, where necessary, repaired or replaced.
Suspension components are amongst the car parts (http://www.breakeryard.com) that are particularly prone
to damage in snow and icy conditions which can obscure potholes and other imperfections in road
surfaces.
Damage to wheels and tyres are also likely concerns for motorists as a result of last week’s snow
storms, with even minor scrapes with kerbs and other surfaces potentially causing hundreds of pounds
worth of damage.
And those drivers who have found damage to their vehicles needn’t find their bank balances melting
away, with Breakeryard.com offering massively discounted car parts delivered to your door.
With more than 2 million car parts from breakers and salvage yards brought together into one, easy to use
system, Breakeryard.com makes it easier to find the parts that you need for a fraction of the dealer RRP,
complete with delivery and guarantee.
To find out how much you could save on quality car parts, visit www.breakeryard.com today.
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